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SYMBOLS AND TERMS USED







P = Preferred Eye, or side of preferred eye.
S = Eye Opposite Preferred Eye, or side of eye opposite preferred eye
“=” = No observable rotations, tilts, elevations, or other indications of characteristics being tabulated at
the time data was gathered.
X = Observed or theoretical characteristic omitted from an equation because of not having significance
in a particular statement of an equation.
R = Right Side of patient.
L = Left Side of a patient.

Head Tilts ‐ Recorded as the low side of lateral tilt
Head Rotations – Recorded as side of the eye that is back of or nearest the lateral plane of the trunk, when
that plane is observed at the shoulders
Elevated Eye, Hyperphoria, or Hyperphoric Performance – An elevation of an eye above an imaginary lateral,
horizontal line projected through the inter‐pupillary point, as determined by observing which pupil‐center is
highest above a rule held horizontally at the level of the inter‐pupillary point while the subject or patient is
fixating straight ahead.
Tests #4, #5, and #7 ‐ Optometric nomenclature for certain vision determinations: (#4) retinoscopy for far point
charts, neutralizing refraction with phoropter; (#5) retinoscopy for near point charts, same method of
neutralizing; (#7) subjective tests for far point refraction.
Myopes – Those neutralized with minus lenses on #4.
Hyperopes ‐ Those neutralized with plus lenses on #4.
Anisometropia – A difference of 0.25D or more between the findings for the two eyes on #4. Some patients, as
indicated in text, with plano for one eye but with spherical or cylindrical findings of 0.25D or more for the other
eye have been included in this category/
Side of Greatest Stress, or Side of Greatest Power‐ Side of highest minus for myopes; side of highest plus for
hyperopes; and side of greatest dioptric difference from O for those measuring minus in one eye and plus in
the other.

Introduction
This paper is a preliminary report of a study that is still in progress. The study is concerned with: 1) certain
possible functions and functioning of the preferred eye; 2) the relation of that functioning to certain body
mechanics, particularly the mechanics of the cervical area, as that mechanics enters into establishing and
maintaining body and ocular balance and alignment in the performance of visually‐centered tasks; and, 3) the
possibility that interference with preferred eye‐cervical mechanics relationship in close visually‐centered tasks
enters into the etiology of many bilaterally asymmetrical vision and posture problems.
Data1 in this preliminary report is by no means as complete as it should be for a study. Some of the data is too
limited for adequate statistical analysis and the tables, graphs, and related contents are subject to revision as
additional data is secured. Statements and assumptions currently made must be thought of as very tentative
and even highly speculative.
Data and information gathered so far, however, does seem to indicate some trends of significance to education
and to those concerned with the development and rehabilitation of visual or perceptual functions in
communicative tasks. For this reason, this preliminary report is being published at this time, not merely to
establish priority, but to encourage others not only to supply additional data and information, but also to
pursue comparable investigations of what might be a very worthwhile project.
Historical Background

This study grew out of many observations of what seemed to be a significant and common postural pattern in
both children and adults performing close‐visually centered tasks, such as writing. The postural pattern
observed is shown in one of its forms in pictures A and B, above, in which a right‐handed girl and a left‐handed
girl, both writing, are assuming almost complementary postures to do their writing. In both these cases the
girls concerned (one a first grader and the other a third grader) are apparently seriously violating physiological

1

Thanks are due Robert A. Kraskin, OD, Washington DC for the time and effort he put in gathering and transcribing the data on 100
case records used in this report.

need for good body balance, for efficient body mechanics, and for effective ocular functioning.2 In several
earlier studies of groups and of individual subjects performing close visually‐centered tasks, postures
comparable to these were seen in both numerical and recurring high incidence. Anthropometric
measurements and vision tests showed that these working postures were common to posturally or visually
unhandicapped as well as handicapped children on the elementary grade level of school.
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For a description of efficient expression of these functions see Appendix IV and Chapters 6 and 12, Harmon, Notes on a Dynamic
Theory of Vision, Third Revision, 1958

Classroom picture “J”, above, (an unposed photograph of a second grade room taken in the late fall of 1947) is
typical in showing the incidence of the working postures seen in most, if not all the many classrooms surveyed
in the study which led to the publication of the Coordinated Classroom (1949, 1950).3 Notice in this
photograph that the children who are writing have assumed working postures comparable to those of the girls
in Pictures “A” and “B”.4
Children’s work is shifted off an anterior extension of the medial plane of their trunks to the side of their
writing hand. Heads are turned or tilted, or both, so that each child is sighting obliquely under this working
hand to the point of his pencil. In many cases, as can be seen, the line of sight from one eye to the task is of a
different length than the line of sight of the other eye.
Note particularly the almost complementary postures of the left handed and right handed members of the
“mirror” twin girls at the front right. Also note that the two left handed boys at middle left in the picture are in
positions which, with minor variations, are comparable to that of the left handed twin.
The individual pictures, “C” through “I”, on the prior page are photographs from a collection of unposed
pictures made during earlier studies of several hundred children in a number of different schools and in several
different grade levels. Again note, while there are differences in working distance, in extent of shoulder
rotations, and in the angular values of the binocular line of sight, the working postures are essentially the
same. A close examination of the pictures on the prior page, as well as the classroom picture above will show
that in most cases there is a greater obliquity of the line of sight in one eye to the task than there is in the line
of sight of the other eye. Generally, the eye of least angle is the preferred eye. This situation was borne out in
repeated observations of several thousand children performing writing tasks in collecting data for the
Coordinated Classroom study.
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DB Harmon, The Coordinated Classroom, American Seating Company, 1949 and 1950 Editions
Older photographs (1947‐1950) have been used intentionally in this paper because of completeness of case records in early posture
and vision studies. This does not mean that comparable cases and of as high an incidence cannot be found in present day classrooms.
4

A search made of the ophthalmological literature at the time of this study to see if previous visual research
offered any explanation for these postures in visual tasks gave no satisfactory answer. The only reports in this
literature were to the effect that eye defects (principally paralytic extraoculars) could cause alterations in head
posture.
Visual examinations given the enrollments in a number of elementary schools, including the children in Becker
School, Austin, Texas, during the Coordinated Classroom study, did not reveal enough squinters or enough
children with refractable vision problems to account for the several times more children with the writing
postures under consideration here. Visual and anthropometric data gathered in these schools did show,
however, a statistical relationship between visual problems and postural adaptations, as is shown in graphs AA,
BB, and CC on this page.

This graph is based on data from examinations given the children (over 400) in the first five grades of the
Becker School during the school year 1942‐1943, while conductions a study of the effect of lighting in
that school. Note the close resemblance in vision and posture problems.
Retinoscopy and other visual tests were done on children while they were at work in postures
comparable to those shown on the previous pages. Among children studied in this manner were those
who showed no visual problems on standard refraction, and yet the retinoscopy showed that while they
were working in these postures, their visual performance was as if they had a refractable eye problem.
When findings obtained in the above manner were projected as spatial stress diagrams, these diagrams
closely matched stress diagrams of the working posture under which the measurements were taken.
An intensive study of children with and without vision problems in early elementary grades who showed
these visual mal‐alignments while writing also generally showed muscle asymmetries in their backs while
working comparable to those of the boy in Picture “K”.

Further studies of children who wrote while habitually assuming the postures under consideration
demonstrated that these postures were directly related to the customary and common way they were taught
to write. This was the method in which children are required to sit “square with the desk” with the paper
parallel to the writing arm. This position is illustrated schematically in Sketch “L”. Extended follow‐ups of a
number of children showed significant visual or perceptual problems emerging to a clinical degree in a majority
of these children of later grade levels.
These intensive studies showed that normal body mechanics are such that a person approaching a writing task
tends to implicitly or overtly turns his head with his preferred eye on the outside of the revolution and turn his
trunk with his preferred hand on the outside of the trunk revolution. Action towards these two turns persists
until the medial lines of the head and trunk are brought into alignment, and the center of the task is on an
anterior extension of this conjoint medial line. Standard writing posture introduces counter‐stresses defeating
these balancing turns as show in Sketch “N”, producing the posture shown in Picture “M”.

Sketch “L”, to the left is a schematic drawing of the typical
school posture required in writing. Drawing is for a child of
the right eye‐right hand preference. Note that the medial
line of trunk extends at a right angle to the edge of the
desk, while medial line of head turns to right were paper is
placed

L

Picture “M” to the left, is a photograph of a child writing
while in the posture sketched above. Note the tilt and turn
of his head; the tilt of his shoulders induced by weight
bearing on his left elbow as a result of the forced reversal
of the stato‐kinetic function of his left arm; and the torsion
in his back as reflected in the lateral position of shoulders
and upper trunk (see folds in sweater).

M

Sketch “N”, to the left, is the same as the writing posture
sketch above, with action and counter‐thrust arrows
superimposed. The arrows show only the horizontal
components in these actions and blockages. The light
arrows schematically present the balancing movements of
aligning head and trunk for “readiness” to write. The heavy
arrows indicate the effect of restraints on these
movements due to task placement, required posture,
elbow on desk, desk design, etc.
N

O Right Eye – Right Hand

P Left Eye – Left Hand

Children in later experimentation who were given furniture for writing which permitted free action and
allowed them to turn their head and neck according to the patterns of turn mentioned above, quickly found
postures in which the alignments mentioned were achieved. In these postures, illustrated in Sketches “O”, “P”,
“Q”, and “R” on Page 9, the musculature of the neck and back came to bilateral equality of action at a greatly
reduced tonus. Retinoscopic checks of their ocular behaviors on writing in these balanced postures showed a
change towards “normal” visual function. Comparable tests on adults also showed significantly reduced visual
and back demands.

Q Left Eye – Right Hand

R Right Eye – Left Hand

Picture “KK” shows a right handed‐right eye boy, writing at a desk with a 20 degree sloping working surface,
who has been permitted to partially find his own body balance and “head‐trunk‐task center” alignment. (This is
the same boy shown in Picture K.) although he was not permitted to make as much trunk revolution as he
desired due to a need to maintain camera alignment on the medial plane of the his body, which kept his left
elbow on the desk surface, he did approach the position shown in Sketch “O” and achieve much better ocular‐

task relationship. Note, also, that the musculature of his back is much better balanced, bilaterally, and is under
less tension than in Picture “K”.

S

T

Children who were initially free of postural wraps and visual problems, as was said earlier, who persisted in
their skewed writing postures through one or more grades tended to develop postural asymmetries. The
“mirror” twins shown in Picture “S” above had well‐balanced bodies in the first grade, but developed the
postural difficulties shown in the picture by the end of the third grade, when this picture was made. The right
handed twin’s customary writing posture is shown in Picture “D”. His standing posture while sighting straight
ahead is shown in Picture “T”. Notice the resemblance between his writing posture and his standing bodily
asymmetry.
To investigate further the physiological mechanisms for these writing postures and possible etiologies of later
postural and vision problems, and electrophysiological study5 of visual and neck back muscle actions in close
visual tasks was undertaken in 1958‐1959. Among other things, this study showed that when subjects were
sighting ahead at a near or far target not requiring problem‐solving or the gaining of meaning, one side of their
neck tended to show more electrical activity or potential than the other. This higher potential generally was on
the side of the preferred eye. This is shown in Illustration “U” which is one of the rough myograms made.
Sighting as above at a meaningless spot target, the subjects tended to slightly tilt and turn their heads. The
turn was generally toward the preferred eye and the tilt was toward the opposite side.
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Vision and Reading Posture, An Electromyographic and Electrophysiologic Study, DB Harmon, a 16 mm. Research Film, 1959.
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U Sternocleidomastoid myogram of Boy Sighting Straight Ahead
Subjects who had visual difficulties together with postural warps tended to make these same tilts and turns,
but to an exaggerated degree. These exaggerated head tilts and turns are shown in Pictures “S” and “T”.
When the electrophysiological study was completed, the orthopedic and anatomical literature was searched to
find a reason for this head tilting and turning. This literature showed that the structure and articulations of the
atlas and axis of the cervical spine are such that a head facing forward tends to tilt and this tilt induces a turn.
Ruth Jackson, M.D., in her book The Cervical Syndrome (1958) described this action as follows:
(Page 5) “Motion between the atlanto‐axial joints takes place around transverse,
anteroposterior and vertical axes...Bending the head sideways occurs about an
anteroposterior axis which is inclined upwards and forwards so that when the head is
bent to one side the face is slightly turned towards the opposite side.”
(Page 8) “The articular surfaces of the lateral masses of the atlas and the superior
articular processes of the axis are not in full apposition when the head is facing
straightforward, so that the position of ease and stability occurs when the head and
neck are tilted slightly to one side.”

Some Observation as to the Structure of the Atlanto‐Axial Articulation of the Cervical Spine

Standard anatomical literature concerning the cervical spine states that the inferior articular faces of the
atlas (C1) are circular in form, flattened or slightly convex (generally the latter) and directed downward
and medial‐ward, articulating with the axis, and permitting the rotary movements of the head. The
superior articular surfaces of the axis (C2) are round, slightly convex, and directed upward and lateral‐
ward. There are two articular faces—one on each side—on each of the C1‐C2 surfaces we are concerned
with here

As Dr. Jackson pointed out in the quotation above, the articular surfaces of C1‐C2 are not in full apposition
when the head is facing straight forward. When the medial plane of the head is aligned with the medial plane
of the trunk (the position of "visual attention " referred to earlier) the articular surfaces are contacting
principally at their high points of convexity. This position is unstable and is maintainable only with an increased
tonus of the neck. When "attention" is reduced there is a relaxation of neck tonus and the head moves into its
rotated and tilted "position of ease ".
In an examination made by the present writer of a number of cervical preparations from cadavers of various
ages, of the two possible directions of head rotation (left and right) with their accompanying tilts, there
seemed to be one direction of rotation that is more acceptable or easier to sustain than the other.
Close examination of the articular faces of the C1‐C2 preparations showed that these faces were not
symmetrically convex. On one side of the neck a posterior segment of the inferior face of that side of the atlas,
and an anterior segment of the superior face of the same side of the axis were both "flatter" than the
remainder of each face, and "flatter" than comparable positions on the faces of the opposite side.
A rotation of the preparations so that these "flat" sections were brought into contact seemed to establish a
"position of ease " that was more mechanically stable and apparently maintainable with less action of the neck
muscles than a comparable rotation in the opposite direction. It was interesting to note in examining these
preparations that this mechanically stable position was found in more specimens with a rotation to the right
and a tilt to the left than with rotations and tilts in the opposite direction.
Examination of C1‐C2 preparations, in other words, seemed to show that the asymmetric contours of the
articular faces of the atlanto‐axial articulation provide a more acceptable “position of ease” when the head is
rotated in one direction than in the other, even though the articulation permits rotations and tilts in either
direction.
While cervical preparations of various ages were examined, not enough were checked to come to any final
conclusions. However, the specimens inspected did show a numerical difference between those reaching the
more acceptable position by a turn to the right, as compared to those reaching this position with a turn to the
left. This difference was comparable to the usually stated distribution of right and left eye preferences for
sighting.
All bilaterally structured, dynamic, oscillating mechanisms—such as the human organism—must establish and
maintain a bilateral symmetry of function for each task in order to produce efficiently. They must have means
to establish a base and an invariant axis of orientation for each task in order to organize a frame of reference
on which to effectively direct inputs and outputs and the actions of coordination, manipulation, and counter‐
balance that make for efficient, purposeful performance.
To accomplish these ends the principles of dynamic mechanics tell us that these mechanisms need at least one
asymmetric or eccentric component in their structure and in the initiation of operation in order to instigate the
arrest of "hunt", and to start action toward the dynamic balances needed to perform. The asymmetric
architecture of the atlantoaxial articulation, by providing a "pivot " of reference, is probably part of the
eccentric structure needed to establish adequate bodily alignment, centering, and localization in visually
centered tasks, and yet by its skewed design aids in facilitating rapid and efficient change from task center to
task center.
An eccentric triggering mechanism is needed to take advantage of this asymmetric architecture, and this
triggering mechanism probably can be found in the functioning of the preferred or sighting eye and the neural
connections between eyes, labyrinth, and neck, as well as in the connections between neck and trunk.

The labyrinths, extraoculars, muscles of the neck, and the myotatic muscles of the
trunk are potentially tied together so that each can directly or indirectly influence
the others in gravitational balancing and in visually‐centered performance (see
diagram to right). Malfunction in any segment can affect functioning in any other
segment, and further increase the malfunction of the first segment. From, “Vision
and Reading Posture” 1959 Film
A check of existing neurological data shows that potential circuiting for this triggering mechanism can be
traced. Possible neural connections between the eyes and labyrinth, between labyrinth and neck, and direct
and remote connections between neck and eyes, and between neck and trunk, can establish what is, at least in
effect, a reciprocal feedback system between eyes and neck, between neck and trunk, and between
gravitational and other balancing mechanisms and mechanisms of ocular alignment and functioning. (The
accompanying sketch is a grossly simplified schematic drawing of the operation of these connections.)
Because of these possible “trunk‐neck‐ocular: feedback relationships (in which the neck, if effect, acts as a
“mechanical” transducer between eyes and trunk, and as such is the antagonist both for oculomotor, and for
trunk‐motor functioning) the tonic states of the trunk or neck can be reflected in the tonic states of the motor
mechanisms of accommodation, convergence, or both, and vice versa.
Among the motor systems for moving the head is the sternocleidomastoid muscles, one on each side of the
neck. It is interesting to note that this musculature, when functioning, produces a comparable turn and tilt of
the head to that inherent in the atlanto‐axial articulation of the cervical spine. The articulation seems to
provide a limiting "pivot" for this muscle function in relation to head movement.
When the sternocleidomastoids enter into rotating the head, they also tilt the head in the opposite direction to
the direction of rotation. What is probably more than coincidence, their pattern of moving the head laterally,
with an accompanying upward movement of the head on the side of the direction of rotation, is comparable to
the lateral movement pattern of the eyes. As the eyes move laterally they also tend to rotate upward as they
approach the end of the lateral movement. This upward movement of the axes of the eyes is on the side
towards which they are moving.
If there are reciprocal feedback connections between ocular musculature and the musculature of the neck, and
there no doubt are, then certain initial eye movements from a potentially eccentric position toward lateral
alignment and convergence, could act as the initiating movement to trigger a tonic increase and change in the
muscles of the neck toward leveling the head and aligning the medial plane of the head forward.

In the earlier studies, previously mentioned, many hundreds of observations of the eye positions of subjects
performing no visually‐centered tasks and holding their heads in the "position of ease " showed that the eye
held the highest (due to the tilt of the head), tended to have its visual axis tilted slightly upward and outward
at a somewhat greater angle than the axial tilt of the other eye. This higher eye in most cases was the
preferred or “sighting" eye. In most of these subjects, then, there tended to be a slight vertical disparity
between the "lines of sight" of the two eyes, with generally the preferred eye directed towards a slight
"hyperphoric performance " when compared to the alignment of the other eye.
A parenthetical speculation might be advantageous at this point. The observed position of the axis of the
higher eye had an almost implicit, but dynamic similarity to Bell's phenomena, or the upward and outward tilt
of the axes of the eyes in some stages of sleep. It would not be unreasonable to tentatively assume that if the
"alerting" mechanisms were not calling for visual identification and response to an outward problem, the eyes
would tend to drift slightly towards their "rest" position. If this positioning was not excessive, it would provide
an ideal "readiness " position for moving into visual alignment with a task when needed as it would minimize
any inertia carried over from a previous visual‐task "set”.
In NOTES ON A DYNAMIC THEORY OF VISION, I showed that the neurological organization of the peripheral
retina, at least, when matched with certain other structures of the eye and its adnexa, provided a mechanism
equivalent to a exponential "sighting or "aiming " mechanism. A dynamic bilateral mechanism functioning
around a vertical central axis, such as is the human bod y, equipped with a binocular mechanism for sighting
and alignment, would require a certain but limited amount of initial disparity of central projection to initiate
"aiming " actions. In other words, a mechanism comparable to a range‐finder is needed in which alignment and
proper relations with a position or object in space can be established when the initial disparity of the two
"images " is eliminated by moving the optics so that the two projections are coincident.
The observed "rest" position of upward tilt of the axis of one of the eyes when the head is in "the position of
ease"—the similarity between the movement pattern of the neck in transporting the head laterally and the
lateral movement of the eyes—the potential neural circuiting and feedback in various relations of eyes,
labyrinth, neck, and trunk— and the asymmetrical architecture of the atlanto‐axial articulation of the cervical
spine— all taken together—apparently provide the mechanisms for a "range‐finder " and for the instigation of
alignment and centering and the structuring of frames of reference for efficient coordination of input and
output and needed movements in successfully performing visually‐centered tasks.
An initial downward and inward rotary action of the leading eye in sighting, followed by a lateral movement
towards convergence, would be a more effective way of instigating head leveling and forward visual alignment
with a task than would be merely a lateral movement towards convergence, due to the asymmetric design of
the C1‐C2 articulation. The asymmetric design of this neck articulation, requiring as it does increased bilateral
neck action to maintain forward visual leveling and alignment, in turn, through proprioceptive signals from this
increased neck action, provides a simple but efficient way of triggering the increased over‐all tonus needed to
maintain attention in a sustained visual task and to instigate the basic bodily organizations needed for
effectively per forming that task.
Because of initial differences in the genetic determinants of eyes and cervical spine, if the organizations for
functioning implied here are finally demonstrated it would be difficult to assume that one of the eyes was
genetically predestined to become a preferred eye. It seems more rational, at this point, to assume that the
eye that becomes the preferred or sighting eye in certain visual tasks is developmentally related to the
genetically determined architecture of the C1‐C2 articulation, as that articulation, through use, is permitted to
find its most economic “position of ease”.

A Theoretical Equation
On the basis of the first assumption that the primary functions of the Preferred Eye are
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

to instigate the turning of the head towards aligning the medial plane of the trunk;
to “trigger” needed ocular convergence on the task;
to permit or assist labyrinthian leveling of the head; and
to incite or aid in inciting needed tonus of attention.

It should be possible to construct an equation or formula useful in predicting head and eye positions both in
normal subjects “ready” to perform a visually‐centered task, and in subjects maladapted through task restraints.
both for “readiness” and for task‐adapted head and eye position. The difference between the two classes should
be only a matter of degree of asymmetry and the presence of absence of the capacity to achieve normal balance
and alignment while getting meaning from a sustained visual task.
An analysis of the structure and the operational characteristics of the cervical spine and the motor systems of
the neck and their operational relationship with the eyes, trunk and labyrinth should make it possible to predict
certain postural characteristics of head tilt, head turn, a possible elevated eye, and even an adapted low shoulder
for a person in a relaxed, balanced position, holding fixation at six meters on a target that does not require
problem‐solving or more than momentary effort to identify.
Such an analysis was undertaken after the completion of the electromyographic study mentioned earlier, and a
statement of a theoretical equation for head position was developed during the early fall of 1962.
A prediction was made that an initially aligned head would tend to drift towards its “position of ease” if fixation
was maintained on the target after information was gained from, or identification was made of a visual target
consisting of a single spot or large “E”. If this took place, then the head would tilt laterally when a person was
sighting under the conditions mentioned above, and the side of downward tilt would be opposite the preferred
eye. In this preliminary report “S” will be used to symbolize the side opposite the preferred eye, or the side of
this predicted tilt. A basic equation for head tilt, head turn, possible elevated eye, and possible low shoulder
can be written as a first step in the analysis and prediction as:
(1) – S, X, X, X
Because of this direction of head tilt, from the analysis of neck function a direction can be derived towards
which the head should turn. If the preferred eye instigates the rotation and leveling of the head toward
alignment when stimulated by a visual target requiring sustained attention, then it can be predicted that the
direction of the “position of ease” then, due to the tile, will be towards the preferred eye. The direction of turn
is symbolized with “P” in the second position of the predicted equation which will then read:
(2) – S, P, X, X
The structure and biomechanics being analyzed are such that an unhandicapped person (without restraints or
lesions), under sustained fixation in a task requiring continued problem solving or sequential identification,
should tend to increase neck tonus (a “tonus of attention and bilaterally equate neck action, thereby reducing
or eliminating his head tilt and turn. These sustained task conditions, however, are not met in the "spot "
fixation of our test situation, as mentioned above.

Because of the basic predicted tilt and turn of the head and the resulting cyclic functioning of the preferred
eye, the probability should be high that the preferred eye will be elevated, not merely because that side of the
head would be higher if the head was tilted, but because the visual axis of that eye would be turned upward
(and probably outward) due to the cyclic function. 3 The preferred eye (P) would then have a hyperphoric
projection while in this predicted position.
Designating the predicted elevated eye in the third position of the equation with “P” the equation will now
read:
(3) – S, P, P, X
Converting our symbols into those representing a particular eye preference, our predicted equation SPPX
would be:

Preferred Eye

Head Tilt

Head Turn

Elevated Eye Low Shoulder

Right (R)

L

R

R

X

Left (L)

R

L

L

X

Ideally, if a person were free of maladaptation and lesion in subsystems involved in visually centered
performance and met no unreducible stress while performing a sustained problem‐solving visual task
(especially a learning one), our equation SPPX would tend to reduce to 0000 while performing such a task. The
human organism, however, adapts, principally by altering structure, to repeated and sustained unreduced
biomechanical stresses met in task performance.
Single design standards for equipment, and single prescribed ways for performing a sustained and repeated
visually centered task on that equipment, do not consider the differing body mechanics for performing that
task (especially head and trunk rotations towards alignment) existing among the four possible combinations of
eye‐hand preference (R‐R, L‐L, R‐L, and L‐R). A single prescribed way of performing a sustained and repeated
task on such equipment considers only the immediate and seemingly purposeful overt actions used in
performing that task by those of an eye‐hand preference combination (R‐R) occurring in an apparent majority
'of the population. (And often fails even t9 satisfy all the significant adjustments of equilibrium in a multi‐stable
organism needed to advantageously perform that task by these of the eye‐hand preference combination 'for
which the design or the performance requirements were intended.)
One major sustained and repeated close, visually‐centered task of high stress to which most everyone has
been subjected from their beginning school years and on through their lives is that of writing. Learning to
write, and then writing, is generally done on a horizontally‐surfaced desk or table top which does not
completely satisfy the body‐mechanics of any combination of eye‐hand preference. Most everyone who writes
has been taught to write while in a single standard posture at the desk or table, which meets few, but not
many, of the immediate overt and minor needs of performing the task by those of right‐eye, right‐hand
preference. This standard approach to writing fails to meet most of the major bio‐mechanical needs of those

of R‐R preference, and is much less successful in satisfying any of the body mechanics requirements of those of
other eye‐hand preferences. Adverse sustained high stresses result from these unsatisfied bio‐mechanical
needs, to which the organism adapts by altering structure.
Many of the postural limitations in writing resulting in these adverse adaptations are carried over into reading
performance, taught at the same time and under the same conditions as writing, with these two performances
associated many times during learning.
With the prevalence of the “sit square at the desk, both feet flat on the floor, and paper parallel to the arm”
method of teaching writing (and especially the frequency of using this method on a flat table), it is not far‐
fetched to assume that the majority of any group who can write were taught to write by this method or a
method approaching it. For this reason, a theoretical analysis was made of the effect of such a standard
writing posture on the body mechanics in establishing eye‐hand coordination in a near visually centered task
for each of the four eye‐hand preference combinations.
From this analysis, a prediction was made that among those who were developing visual difficulties because of
the above mentioned near task restraints, a significant number would further mal‐adapt to a hyperphoric
performance or an elevated eye maladaptation by altering trunk and/or skeletal contours so as to result in an
apparent or real lowered shoulder on one side, (an adaptation between sub‐systems). It was further predicted
that because of the direction of head tilt (S), and the possible resulting side of hyperphoric function or of an
elevated eye, the majority of those having such a lowered shoulder would have it on the side of the preferred
eye (P).
From this analysis a fourth position was added to the theoretical equation for predicting sighting posture—a
dropped or low shoulder—and this was given the symbol "P”. The final derived equation for the predictions,
based on theoretical structural and bio mechanical analysis can. be written as follows:
(4) – S, P, P, P
Naturally, this last step in the equation would be applicable only to those who had established a persistent
functional visual. problem.
A FIRST TEST OF EQUATION S, P, P, P
After the equation was developed, a first test of its possible validity was made by using data on 100 visually
handicapped subjects. In December 1962, Dr. Robert A. Kraskin of Washington, D.C., was invited to submit
certain of his measurements and findings on 100 randomly selected cases from his files. Dr. Kraskin had
recorded observed and measured hand and eye preferences, and head and eye postures preliminary to making
his "#4" examination6. With the exception of eye and hand preference determinations, these measurements
were done while patients were seated in the examining chair, sighting on the 20/200 "E" at six meters.
The case records submitted by Dr. Kraskin were punched on IBM cards and first sorted into eye‐hand
preference groups— right eye‐right hand (R‐R), left eye‐right hand (L‐R), left eye‐left hand (L‐L) and, right eye‐
left hand (R‐L). The eye‐hand preference groups were next sorted for direction or side of head tilt, head turn,
elevated eye, and dropped or lower shoulder, in that order. The same symbols (P or S) were used in these
postural sorts as were used in the theoretical equation, and machine counts were made for various directional

6

The #4 examination" is optometric nomenclature for retinoscopy for far point charts, neutralizing with the phoropter

or side combinations of tilt, turn, elevated eye, and dropped shoulder, maintaining the same order for these
recorded functions as was used in the original predicted equation.7
Tables 1 and 2, and the four charts labelled "Percent Satisfying Steps in Equations S, P, P, P ", which follow, are
derived from the IBM card sorts. Table 1 presents the raw data for head‐eye‐shoulder posture types,
distributed by eye‐hand preference groups. For reasons mentioned in the footnotes for Table 2, Table 2 is a
tentatively corrected distribution of the data in Table 1. The number of cases in the L‐L and R‐L eye‐hand
preferences groups in both tables is too limited for any significant statistical analysis.

7

IBM card sorts and analyses were made for other data in Dr. Kraskin's 100 case records. These tabulations are reported later in this
paper.

TABLE 1
Analysis of Postural Patterns of One Hundred
Randomly Selected Cases from the Records
of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.
(RAW DATA)
EYE‐HAND PREFERNCE
R‐R
L‐R
L‐L2
n=56
n=31
n=8
First (Basic) Predicted Pattern
SXXX
Percent of Population
78.1%
(67.4%)
(62.5%)
Second (Derived) Predicted
Pattern SPXX
75.0%
(45.5%)
(62.5%)
Percent of Population
Third (Derived) Predicted
Pattern SPPX
44.5%
(29.0%)
(37.5%)
Percent of Population
56.8%
(39.1%)
50.0%
Percent of Hyperopes
Fourth (Derived) Prediction
Pattern SPPP2
21.4%
(3.2%)
(12.5%)
Percent of Population
63.1%
(8.3%)
(20.0%)
Percent of Low Shoulders
SPOO
SPPO
(SPPP2
(SPOP2
SPPS
SPSO
SPSS
SPOS
SPSP
SSOO
SSPO
SSOP
SSPP
SOOO
SOPO
SOPP
TOTAL

SXXX

R‐L1
n=5

100.0%

100.0%

40.0%
66.6%

‐‐
‐‐

10.7%
30.3%
12.5%
8.9%
1.7%
8.9%
‐‐
‐‐
1.7%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
1.7%
1.7%

(3.2%)
(22.6%)
(3.2%)
(‐‐)
3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
6.4%
‐‐
6.4%
6.4%
3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
(12.5%)
12.5%
(‐‐)
12.5%
‐‐
‐‐
(12.5%)
12.5%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

40.0%
40.0%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
20.0%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

78.1%

67.4%

62.5%

100%

PSOO
PSSO3
PSSS
PSOS
PSSP
PSPS
PSPO
PPSO
PPSS
PPPS
POSP

1.7%
7.2%
1.7%
‐‐
1.7%
‐‐
1.7%
1.7%
1.7%
‐‐
1.7%

(3.2%)
(9.7%)
(6.4%)
‐‐
‐‐
3.2%
‐‐
3.2%
3.2%
(3.2%)
‐‐

TOTAL PXXX
19.1%
32.1%
OPOO
1.7%
‐‐
TOTAL OXXX
1.7%
‐‐
1, 2, 3, 4: See footnotes for Tables at end of paper

‐‐
25%
‐‐
12.5%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

TABLE 2
Analysis of Postural Patterns of One Hundred
Randomly Selected Cases from the Records
of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.
(TENTATIVELY CORRECTED DATA)
EYE‐HAND PREFERNCE
R‐R
L‐R
L‐L2
n=36
n=31
n=8
First (Basic) Predicted Pattern
SXXX
Percent of Population
78.1%
(67.4%)
(85.0%)
Second (Derived) Predicted
Pattern SPXX
75.0%
(45.5%)
(75.0%)
Percent of Population
Third (Derived) Predicted
Pattern SPPX
44.5%
(29.0%)
(50.0%)
Percent of Population
56.8%
(39.1%)
66.6%
Percent of Hyperopes
Fourth (Derived) Prediction
Pattern SPPP2
21.4%
(3.2%)
(25.0%)
Percent of Population
63.1%
(8.3%)
(40.0%)
Percent of Low Shoulders

R‐L1
n=5

100.0%

100.0%

40.0%
66.6%

‐‐
‐‐

SPOO
SPPO
(SPPP2
(SPOP2
SPPS
SPSO
SPSS
SPOS
SPSP
SSOO
SSPO
SSOP
SSPP
SOOO
SOPO
SOPP
TOTAL

SXXX

PSOO
PSSO3
PSSS
PSOS
PSSP
PSPS
PSPO
PPSO
PPSS
PPPS
POSP

10.7%
30.3%
12.5%
8.9%
1.7%
8.9%
‐‐
‐‐
1.7%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
1.7%
1.7%

(6.4%)3
(29.1%)3
(12.8%)3
(9.8)3
3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
‐‐
‐‐
6.4%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
3.2%
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
(25.0%)4
12.5%
(12.5%)4
12.5%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
12.5%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

40.0%
40.0%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
20.0%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

78.1%

77.3%

75.0%

100%

1.7%
7.2%
1.7%
‐‐
1.7%
‐‐
1.7%
1.7%
1.7%
‐‐
1.7%

‐‐
(3.2%)3
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
3.2%
‐‐
3.2%
3.2%
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
(12.5%)4
‐‐
12.5%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

25%
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

TOTAL PXXX
19.1%
12.8%
OPOO
1.7%
‐‐
TOTAL OXXX
1.7%
‐‐
1, 2, 3, 4: See footnotes for Tables at end of paper.

PERCENT SATISFYING STEPS IN EQUATION S, P, P, P
FOR TILT, TURN, ELEVATED EYE, AND DROPPED SHOULDER
(Each Item Computed Separately)

TILT

1.

RIGHT EYE - RIGHT HAND PREFERENCES

"P"
"S"
None

TURN

"P"

“S”
None

ELEVATED EYE

"P"
"S"
None

LOW SHOULDER

"P"
"S"

None

PERCENT SATISFYING STEPS IN EQUATION S, P, P, P
FOR TILT, TURN, ELEVATED EYE, AND DROPPED SHOULDER
(Each Item Computed Separately)

TILT

"S"
"P"
None

TURN

"P"

“S”
None

ELEVATED EYE

"P"
"S"
None

LOW SHOULDER

"P"
"S"

None

2.

LEFT EYE - LEFT HAND PREFERENCES

PERCENT SATISFYING STEPS IN EQUATION

S, P, P, P

FOR TILT, TURN, ELEVATED EYE, AND DROPPED SHOULDER
(Each Item Computed Separately)

3. LEFT EYE-RIGHT HAND PREFERENCES

TILT
"P"
None

TURN

ELEVATED EYE

LOW SHOULDER

PERCENT SATISFYING STEPS IN EQUATION
FOR TILT, TURN, ELEVATED EYE, AND DROPPED SHOULDER
(Each Item Computed Separately)

TILT

TURN

ELEVATED EYE

LOW SHOULDER

4. RIGHT EYE- LEFT HAND PREFERENCES

S, P, P, P

A FURTHER PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF 100 RANDOMLY SELECTED CASES
To tentatively test the possible validity of some of the initial assumptions concerning the preferred eye and its
relation to any conditioned or adapted head postures and visual problems (which might result from task or
occupational stresses in near work that interfered with certain structural characteristics and functioning of the
neck in relation to the motor sub‐systems of the eye) data from the 100 randomly selected case records
which Dr. Kraskin supplied on December 16, 1962, were further analyzed.
The records supplied by Dr. Kraskin included data on each patient as to age, sex, the head, eye, and shoulder
postures already presented, and his #4, #5, and #7 findings, together with certain vertical phoria
interpretations supplied later. All the data for each patient was coded and punched on IBM cards. In addition
to the personal and postural data, full spherical and cylindrical lens values for each eye on all three tests (#4,
#5, and #7)8 were included on the IBM cards. Punch coding was also done on each patient's card for each of
the three tests to indicate "myopia " or "hyperopia ", as those terms are used here9; anisometropia; side of
greatest stress or lens power; Right‐Left + Spheres; Right + Left‐ Spheres; and monocularity and its side.
Comparable coding was also done for cylindrical findings on each test, including axes as well as cylinder type
and power.
The IBM cards were sorted and grouped for eye‐hand preference classes, as previously mentioned. These
preference groups were then sorted for case types (i.e. "myopes ", anisometropic "myopes " "hyperopes
anisometropia "hyperopes "myopes " with astigmatism equal in both eyes, "myopes " with cylinder power
differing between the eyes, etc., etc.). IBM print‐offs were made for each of these sorts which included all the
data for each patient. Computations made from these card sorts are the bases for Tables 5 through 9 which
follow. Correlations, tests for reliability and confidence, and other statistical procedures await the inclusion of
data on additional cases.
Dr. Kraskin’s cases distributed to include 22 children between the ages of 6 and 10 years, 22 adolescents from
11 to 20 years of age, 11 adults between 21 and 30, 12 adults between 31 and 40, 23 adults between 41 and
50, 7 between 51 and 60, and 3 between 61 and 70 years of age. A further breakdown of these cases by age
and sex is shown in Table Three.

8

The term "#4" has already been defined. #5 is the optometric term for retinoscopy at near point, and #7 is the optometric
subjective far point tests.
9
"Myopia" and "Hyperopia", are not used here in an exact clinical sense. For simplicity in tabulating, "myopia" has been used to
indicate those neutralized with minus spheres on #4, and "hyperopia" refers to those neutralized with plus spheres on#4incases
where spheres of the same sign were also called for on #7.

TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTED OF CASES BY SEX AND AGE
(100 Randomly Selected Cases from the Records of Robert A. Kraskin, O. D.)

AGE
GROUP
(years)

FEMALES

MALES

6 ‐ 10

12

10

11 ‐ 15

11

8

16 ‐ 20

1

2

21 ‐ 30

4

7

31 ‐ 40

4

8

41 ‐ 50

15

8

51 ‐ 60

3

4

61 ‐ 70

1

2

Fifty six of the 100 patients showed right eye, right hand preferences; 31 left eye, right hand
preferences; 8 left eye ‐ left hand preferences; and 5 right eye, left hand preferences. Distributions of
head tilt, head turns, elevated eyes, and low shoulders, for each of these eye‐hand preference groups
have been shown in Tables 1 and 2, and in the four graphs appearing immediately following those
tables.
Dr. Kraskin's #4 findings were selected for first use in this study. It was felt that objective and absolute
retinoscopic measurements done at a six‐meter, or far point fixation, would more nearly reflect basic
postural patterns, and also better reflect adaptations already made by the patient, than would
objective measurements made at near point under postural requirements which did not resemble
those of close and sustained visually centered task performances due to the presence of the
phoropter and other limitations of the testing situation. It was felt, also that subjective findings, such
as those in #7, would not reflect tendencies of basic posture or patterns of specific postural
adaptation. The number and type of visual problems found on the #4 measurements are set forth in
Table Four.

Table 4
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES BY TYPE OF VISUAL PROBLEM ON #4
(100 Randomly Selected Cases from Records of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.)

Right Eye
– Right
Hand

EYE‐HAND PREFERENCE
Left Eye –
Left Eye – Left
Right Hand
Hand*

Right Eye
– Left
Hand

MYOPES
Binocular Myopes
TOTAL
28
11
5
4
Both eyes equal, no astigmatism
3
4
1
0
Both eyes equal, equal astigmatism
2
0
0
0
Both eyes equal, aniso. astigmatism
10
2
0
0
Anisometropic, no astigmatism
3
0
0
0
Anisometropic, equal astigmatism
5
1
1
1
Anisometropic, aniso. astigmatism
4
1
2
2
Anisometropic, monocular astig.
1
3
1
1
Monocular Myopes
TOTAL
3
1
0
1
No astigmatism
2
0
0
0
Aniso. binocular astigmatism
1
0
0
0
Monocular astigmatism, same eye
0
1
0
1
HYPEROPES
Binocular Hyperopes
TOTAL
16
7
1
0
Both eyes equal, no astigmatism
6
0
0
0
Both eyes equal, equal astigmatism
0
2
0
0
Both eyes equal, aniso. astigmatism
1
0
1
0
Anisometropic, no astigmatism
1
1
0
0
Anisometropic, aniso. astigmatism
8
4
0
0
Monocular Myopes
TOTAL
3
2
1
0
No astigmatism
2
1
1
0
Aniso. astigmatism
1
1
0
0
ASTIGMATS
Binocular astigmatism only, on #4
1
2
0
0
Monocular astigmatism only, on #4
1
0
0
0
RIGHT EYE+, LEFT EYE‐
3
0
0
With aniso astigmatism
0
RIGHT EYE‐, LEFT EYE+
With aniso astigmatism
1
1
0
0
With monocular astigmatism
1
1
0
0
NO RECORDING ON #4
Data recorded on #5 or #7 only
2
3
1
0
TOTAL CASES
56
31
8
5
NOTE: Two RR cases, two LR cases, and one RL case showed evidence of amblyopia. One RR was a myope, and
the other was R‐, L+. One LR case was a hyperope and the other was R+, L‐. The RL case was a myope.
*.‐ Too few cases available for adequate analysis.

Table 5
Analysis of Hyperphoric Performance* During Taking
of #4 in One Hundred Randomly Selected Cases From
the Records of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.
(RAW DATA)

Number with Hyperphoric Performance
Percent with Hyperphoric Performance
Hyperphoria Same Side as Preferred Eye
Percent of Hyperphores
Hyperphoria Same Side as Direction of Head Turn
Percent of Hyperphores
Percent of Hyperphores with head turn and
hyperphoria on same side as preferred eye
Number of Hyperphores with No Head Turn
Percent of hyperphores with no head turn who are
hyperphoric on side of preferred eye
Hyperphoria Opposite Side of Direction of Head Turn
Percent of Hyperphores
Percent of these with hyperphoria on side of preferred
eye
Percent of these with head turn towards preferred eye

EYE‐HAND PREFERENCE
R‐R
L‐R
L‐L
R‐L
n=56
n=31
n=8
n=5
‐43‐
‐23‐
‐5‐
‐3‐
76.8% 74.2% 75.0%
60.0%
65.1%

60.8%

72.1%

65.2%

58.1%
‐3‐

43.5%
‐0‐

66.6%

‐0‐

20.9%

34.8%

11.1%
88.9%

50.0%
50.0%

(66.6%)1
66.6%
40.0%
‐0‐
‐0‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

66.6%
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

(continued)
1. – Based on data corrected for Table II
*. – “Hyperphoric Performance” refers to those showing an observable elevated eye and not necessarily to
a measurable hyperphoria in procedures of visual analysis or measurement. The term “hyperphoria” will
be used in other tables to refer to this “hyperphoric performance” on determinations made at the time #4
was taken.

Table 5
(continued)
Analysis of Hyperphoric Performance* During Taking
Of #4 in One Hundred Randomly Selected Cases From
the Records of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.

R‐R

EYE‐HAND PREFERENCE
L‐R
L‐L
R‐L

Hyperphores Showing Posture SPXX

‐31‐

‐11‐

Percent with Hyperphoria “P”
Percent with Hyperphoria “S”
Hyperphores Showing Posture PSXX

80.6%
19.3%
‐7‐

81.8%
18.1%
‐6‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

Percent with Hyperphoria “P”
Percent with Hyperphoria “S”
Hyperphores showing Posture PPXX

14.3%
85.6%
‐2‐

16.6%
83.3%
‐2‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

Percent with Hyperphoria “P”
Percent with Hyperphoria “S”
Hyperphores Showing Posture SSXX

0.0%
100.0%
‐0‐

100.0%
0.0%
‐3‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

Percent with Hyperphoria “P”
Percent with Hyperphoria “S”
Hyperphores Showing Posture SOXX

0.0%
0.0%
‐2‐

33.3%
66.6%
‐0‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

Percent with Hyperphoria “P”
Hyperphores Showing Posture SOXX

100.0%
‐1‐

‐0‐
‐0‐

‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐

Percent with Hyperphoria “S”

100.0%‐

‐0‐

‐‐

‐‐

Table 6
Analysis of Cases of a Low Shoulder and Hyperphoria
In one Hundred Randomly Selected Cases from the
Records of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.
(RAW DATA)
(Eye‐Hand Preference R‐L Omitted Because of Limited Number)

Number of Cases of a Low Shoulder
Percent of Total Cases
Number of Cases of Hyperphoria (Table III)
Percent of Total Cases
Percent of Hyperphores with a Low Shoulder
Percent of Cases with Low Shoulder having Hyperphoria
Percent of these with low shoulder on same side as
hyperphoria
Percent of Cases with Low Shoulder on same side as
Preferred Eye
Percent of Cases with Low Shoulder having no Hyperphoria
Percent of these with low shoulder on side of Preferred Eye

EYE‐HAND PREFERENCE
R‐R
L‐R
L‐L
n=56
n=31
n=8
‐19‐
‐12‐
‐5‐
33.1%
38.7%
71.4%*
‐43‐
‐23‐
‐6‐
76.8%
74.2%
75.0%
32.5%
39.1%
50.0%*
73.7%
75.0%
60.0%
71.4%
78.1%

66.6%
22.2%+

‐‐
‐‐

26.3%
100%

25.0%
33.3%+

‐‐
‐‐

*. – Note variation in this percentage from those of R‐R Eye‐Hand preference group. SEE NOTE BELOW.
+. – Note variation in this percentage from that of R‐R Eye‐Hand preference group. SEE NOTE BELOW
NOTE: In situations for those of left (L) eye preference, whether left handed or right handed, an interference
with normal body mechanics in task alignment can be demonstrated which could produce more low shoulders
in the L‐L group than those of right eye – right hand preference (R‐R), and produce low shoulders in the L‐R
group principally on the side opposite the preferred eye.

TABLE 7
Analysis of R‐R Eye Preference Cases Showing Anisometropic Performance with Sphere, Cylinder, or Both and
Hyperphoric Performance (with reference to side of stress or elevation) on Text #4, in One Hundred Randomly
Selected Cases from the Records of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.
(RAW DATA)

Percent of Total Cases (56) with Anisometropic Performance

75.0%

Percent of Anisometropes with Hyperphoria

78.5%

Percent of Anisometropes without Hyperphoria,
But with dropped shoulders

11.9%

SUB‐TOTAL….
Percent of Anisometropes without Hyperphoria and
Without dropped shoulders

90.4%

9.5%

TOTAL…………

Percent of Total Cases (56) with Hyperphoric Performance

99.9%

76.8%

Percent of Hyperphores who are Anisometropic

76.5%

Percent of Hyperphores who are not Anisometropic
And are children between ages of 6 and 15

11.6%

SUB‐TOTAL….
Percentages of Hyperphores showing no Anisometropia on
#4, but showing it on #5, #7, or both *
TOTAL…………

*. – Omitting one Amblyope with recording of #7 findings only.

9.5%

88.1%

11.6%

11.6%
99.7%

TABLE 8
Tentative Analysis of R‐R Eye‐Hand Preference Cases Showing Anisometropic Performance with Spheres during
Test #4, in One Hundred Randomly Selected Cases from the Records of Robert A. Kraskin, O.D.
Percent of Class

Total Showing R‐R Preferences

Number
56

Total Needing Spheres on #4*

52

92.8%

Minus Spheres
Plus Spheres
Left +, Right –

31
19
2

55.4%
33.9%
3.5%

Total Showing Anisometropic
Performance with Spheres on #4

30

53.5%

Hyperopes
Myopes
+L, ‐R

12
16
2

21.4%
28.6%
3.5%

Posture Pattern SPOO
Posture Pattern SPPO
Posture Pattern SPOP
Posture Pattern SPPP
Posture Pattern SPSO
Posture Pattern SPSP
Posture Pattern SOPO
Total in Class with SPXX
Percent in Class with SPXX
Posture Pattern PSSP
Posture Pattern PSSO
Total Class with PSXX
Percent in Class with PSXX
Posture Pattern PPS
Total in Class with PPXX
Percent in Class with PPXX
TOTAL LEFT
TOTAL RIGHT

SIDE OF GREATES POWER
LEFT
RIGHT
Hyperopes
Myopes
Hyperopes
Myopes
2
1
‐
1
1
5
1
1
‐
3
1
‐
1
1
1
‐
‐
1
1
1
‐
‐
1
‐
1
5
41.6%
‐
1
1
8.3%
1
1
8.3%
58.2%

11
68.7%
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
68.7%

5
41.6%
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

3
18.7%
2
12.5%
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

41.6%

31.2%

* Omitting one amblyope with recording of #7 findings only.
NOTE: Mean anisometropic difference for both myopes and hyperopes in R‐R group, 0.38D; Range 0.25d to
0.75d, excluding one case of 2.50d difference. Mean anisometropic difference for L‐R group, 0.48d; Range,
0.25d to 1.50d.

TABLE 9
CYLINDER AXES REQUIRED AT TWENTY FEET
By Percent of Each Eye‐Hand Preference Group
Absolute Determinations by Retinoscopy (#4)

Right Eye
– Right
Hand
58.6%
41.8
10.3
6.8
17.2%

EYE‐HAND PREFERENCE
Left Eye –
Left Eye –
Right Hand Left Hand*

VERTICAL (all cases)
37.5%
0.0
X90
12.5
0.0
X90±15° or less
6.2
0.0
X90 + 15° to 40°
6.2
0.0
R= X90, L= X180 (all
31.2%
0.0%
cases)
X90, X180
10.3
18.7
0.0
X90, X180±15°
3.4
12.4
0.0
X90±15°, X180±20°
3.4
0.0
0.0
HORIZONTAL (all
31.2%
100.0%
24.1%
cases)
X180
20.6
18.7
100.0
X180±15°
3.4
12.4
0.0
*. – Too few cases available for adequate analysis.

Right Eye
– Left
Hand*
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
66.6%
0.0
33.3
33.3
33.3%
33.3
0.0

CYLINDER AXES REQUIRED AT TWENTY FEET
ABSOLUTE DETERMINATIONS BY RETINOSCOPY (#4)
1.-RIGHT EYE-RIGHT HAND PREFERENCES

AXIS

(1) VERTICAL
X90
X90 ± 15° or Less
X90 ± 15° to 40°

(2) R=X90, L=X180
X90, X180
X90, Xl80 ± 15° or Leu
X90 ± 16°, Xl80
± 20° to 25°

(3) HORIZONTAL
XIS0
XIS0 ± 15° or Less
XIS0 ± 20° to 25°

CYLINDER AXES REQUIRED AT TWENTY FEET
ABSOLUTE DETERMINATIONS BY RETINOSCOPY (#4)
3. LEFT EYE-RIGHT HAND PREFERENCES

(1) VERTICAL
X90
X90 ± 15° or Less
X90 ± 15° to 40°

(2) R=X90, L=X180
X90, XIB0
X90, XISO ± 15° or Less
X90 ± 15°, XIBO
± 20° to 25°

(3) HORIZONTAL
X180
Xl80 ± 16° or Less
X180 ± 20° to26°

CYLINDER AXES REQUIRED AT TWENTY FEET
ABSOLUTE DETERMINATIONS BY RETINOSCOPY (#4)
4.-Right Eye – Left Hand

(1) VERTICAL
X90
X90 ± 15° or Less
X90 ± 15° to 40°

(2) R=X90 L=X180
X90, XIS0
X90, XISO ± 15° or Less
X90 ± 15°, Xl80
± 20° to 25°

(3) HORIZONTAL
XISO
Xl80 ± 15° or Less

X180 ± 20° to 25°

PREFERENCES*

Discussion
Before reviewing the data that has been presented it might be well to look at some statements
in accepted clinical literature in the fi e l d of vision. Information from one reference work on
extra‐ocular muscles10 is probably sufficient for our purpose.
Emphasis has been placed both in the preceding discussions and in the data presented on head
tilts and turns, elevated eyes and upward tilted ocular axes, and on the functioning of eyes in
"triggering " task alignment. These have been presented both as they occur normally as
transient functions in establishing adequate eye‐body‐task relationships in sustained visually‐
centered tasks, and as they are induced adversely and to an excessive degree by the limitations
of inadequate working equipment or improper instructional methods for close visual tasks—
equipment or methods that block the body mechanics needed to constructively perform these
tasks, and which induce high levels of persistent stresses to which the working individual must
adapt.
Peter, in his work, has a section on heterophoria—a category of visual difficulties which
include, among other expressions, an inability to freely bring the lines of sight of the two eyes
to coincidence on the plane of a task, but coincidence is reached, rather, in front of that plane,
behind the plane, or on the plane only through some oblique projection of the lines of sight by
lateral or medial rotations of the head. In this section he implies that hyperphoria of various
degrees is probably the most common type of heterophoria, and the most disturbing to vision.
He points out that much of this hyperphoria is missed in ordinary Visual examinations because
of common methods of taking visual measurements, or because it is sought for only at the far
point and not at the near point.
Peter goes on to point out (page 120) that "lateral deviations are most frequently caused or
seem to be caused by hyperphoria than is hyperphoria dependent upon lateral disturbances. "
The lateral disturbances to which he refers are those commonly found associated with (and by
some writers mentioned as a contributing cause of) near‐sightedness and far‐sightedness. He
further points out that "vertical balance is well established in the average normal newborn",
but that "occupational influences and long hours of sustained close work" probably bring out
clinical hyperphoria.
Other matters that Peter discusses which could be of interest to us here is the induction of
cyclophoria by hyperphoria, and, the close relationship between cyclophoria and oblique
astigmatism, of which so much shows up in our cylinder axis data.
Bodily asymmetries in near task performance, as illustrated in many of the photographs
presented earlier, (or near task placements which restrain the rotation of the eyes, head, and
10
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trunk towards alignment) either leave the sighting eye and associated head tilt and turn in their
original readiness positions but under increased stress, or produce a negative response
exaggerating eccentric fixation with its associated turns and tilts of the head. In either
situation, because these defeats are met largely in sustained near visual activity, in which
motor tensions are high, susceptibility to postural maladaptation is also high. Such
maladaptations could convert an initial "hyperphoric performance”, useful in attaining sound
visual function, into an adverse hyperphoric functioning or into one of the visual disabilities
that Peter states could be produced by a hyperphoric problem.
Improper task placement, and improperly designed equipment for sustained close visually‐
centered tasks, which prevent the body and head rotations necessary to achieve the R‐R, L‐R, L‐
L, and R‐L alignments shown in figures "O", "P", "Q " and "R " can also, and do, induce improper
visual functioning. As one example, a person of. mixed eye‐hand preference for instigating
alignment, working in the posture of the boy shown in earlier picture "M" would be in
excessive visual difficulty in trying to perform a near visual task in that posture. The oblique
thrust induced by the body weight borne on the elbow of the non‐working arm, would force
the head to tilt in a direction opposite to the initial tilt determined by the preferred eye. This
would hinder or defeat all functioning towards. binocular coordination and alignment, to the
detriment of adequate vision and perception.
A "warping " of an individual into this non‐functional head tilt through postural maladaptation
would "set" his visual difficulties, and lead to further problems of performance and learning.
(This probably accounts for a number of clinical problems of "mixed dominance ", because,
contrary to the statements of many, mixed preference is not necessarily pathological.)
Further difficulties in performing near visual tasks can be produced by those who have
established a clinical hyperphoria in some manner. Peter mentions one of these added
difficulties when he says (page 1 22) "In clinical hyperphoria the (head can be tilted towards)
the side of the hyperphoric eye. It is a mechanical effort on the part of the patient to bring the
images of the two eyes to a common level. " If the hyperphoric eye was the preferred eye and
this compensating tilt took place, in this situation, too, the mechanisms of visual alignment
would be further disturbed and additional visual and perceptual problems created.

This discussion has been almost entirely limited to adverse hyperphoric functioning induced by
postural restraints and head tilts and turns while performing close visually centered tasks, and
how that functioning might become a clinical handicap through stress produced postural
maladaptations. There is no intention of implying that only adverse hyperphoric functioning
can be induced by these restraints during the performance of near tasks.
Shoulder rotations and shifts of the center of gravity of the body out of a "least effort" balance
can be demonstrated to induce an alteration of visual accommodation while performing a
visual task. Continued medial head tilts, upward or downward, during sustained task

performance produces ocular intorsions or extorsions with accompanying distortions of
visually‐perceived form. Malalignments of head and trunk—head rotations— and interferences
with counter‐balancing activities while one performs a task requiring unilateral manipulation—
all can produce demonstrable visual disturbances of binocularity or distortions of apparent
space, object relationship, and object contour‐during that performance.
If eyes, neck, labyrinth, and trunk have neural ties, and if motor mechanisms maladapt
and distort from continued high stress, might not continued postures of the types shown
earlier be at the root of many visual, perceptual, and learning difficulties?
Some Tentative Conclusions
1. As we have seen in Tables 1, 2, and 3, the number of cases in the left eye‐left hand and
right eye‐left hand groups are obviously too limited for any complete or meaningful
statistical analysis. A much larger sample of cases with these preferences is needed
before characteristics of these groups can be determined. Data from these groups have
been omitted from most of the tabular breakdowns, except in a few instances where a
comparison of very gross possible trends was made.
2. In the left eye‐right hand (L‐R) group are three or four (and possibly more) cases in
which the patients probably started out with left‐eye‐left hand preferences, but were
forced or taught to use their right hand in writing and other near tasks. This possible
learned shift of hand preference is indicated by inconsistencies in anisometropic
findings (both sphere and cylinder) that could be explained by postulating the patient
has adapted to implicit efforts to make a reflex trunk rotation for alignment for a left‐
hand preference, but was blocked in that rotation by a right‐side placement of task
materials. These cases tend to reflect many of the postural and visual characteristics of
the girl in Picture E, Page 4, who was identified as having started as left‐left, but who
had been taught to use her right hand.
3. It is interesting to note that in Table 5 concerned with hyperphoric performance, the (L‐
R) group seems to more nearly resemble the (L‐L) group in the gross data than they do
the R‐R cases. This may be a possible indicator that one factor of head posture, at least,
is more related to the body mechanics associated with the preferred eye than that
which is associated with preferred hand.
4. In Table 6, there is again a difference between the (L‐R) and the (R‐R) groups that seems
to be significant. 78.1% of the hyperphoric cases with low shoulder in the (R‐R) group
have the lower shoulder on the side of the preferred eye. Only 22.2% of those in the (L‐
R) group have such a relationship. While the percentage of cases in both groups having
a low shoulder but no hyperphoria is approximately the same (R‐R=26.3%, L‐R=25.0%),
all of these cases having (R‐R) preference have the low shoulder on the side of the
preferred eye, but two‐thirds of the (L‐R) group have the low shoulder on the side

opposite the preferred eye. This difference would be consistent with the possible
problems mentioned earlier of those with "mixed preference " who are given improper
equipment for near work, or are instructed in an approach to their tasks that is
inconsistent with their body mechanics of "balancing "with such a task.
5. Table 7 compares anisometropic findings with cases having an elevated eye, a low
shoulder, or both, and shows what seems to be a significant relationship between a
visual problem revealed in the #4 findings and a head posture which could be an
adaptive derivative of restrained normal body mechanics.
Table 8 further analyzes the data on anisometropic performance for those in Table 7
who were (R‐R) preference. This latter analysis presents a strong interference that task
interferences with normal body mechanics could be the basis of a number of
characteristics in visual difficulties. Note in Table 8 that 68.7% of the myopes and 58.2%
of the hyperopes who are anisometropic show the need for the greatest power on the
left side – the side of the greatest oblique stress for (R‐R’s) in the common school desk
posture. For a hypothetical illustration of this, compare Picture D, Page 4 (a known
anisometropic hyperope at the time the picture was taken) with Case C on the same
page, who was an anisometropic myope.
6. Table 9 and the accompanying charts strongly imply a postural component in the axial
requirements for cylinder on #4. Note the differences in cylinder axes required among
the four eye‐hand preference groups. This postural implication in cylinder axis is further
borne out in some tentative breakdowns of data on the (R‐R) group according to
postural types. All of the cases in the (R‐R) group requiring vertical oblique axes are
myopes on #4 and are in the SPPO postural group.
Might it not be possible that astigmias, of at least oblique axes, are adaptive outcomes
of abductive or adductive eye postures required in many types of prescribed visually‐
centered performance? To carry this further: if the sternocleidomastoids influence the
action patterns of the extraoculars (their space movement patterns are the same – turn,
and as turn reaches a certain limit, then tilt) might it not be possible that excessive head
tilt, causing high activity in the neck musculature on one side with hypotonus or over‐
relaxation on the other side, account for differences in torsion between the two eyes
which, in turn, would result in cylinder findings of R=X90, L=X180, or the converse? The
posture referred to here is illustrated by the boy in Picture F, Page 4. Such a hypothesis
could account for the more than half of the (R‐R) and (L‐R) groups who show both a low
shoulder and a head tilt on the same side also requiring cylinders at X90, X180.
7. Another analysis can be made of cylinder requirements on #4 examinations, although a
comprehensive table is not included here. Thirty‐six of the 56 cases in the right eye‐right
hand preference group required cylinder on #4. Twenty‐six, or 72.2%, of these cases
requiring cylinder needed anisometropic cylinders. The side of the greatest power was
evenly divided between right and left in a gross breakdown of the cases. However, 34.5%

of those requiring anisometropic cylinders were also anisometropic for sphere on #4, but
had the side of greatest cylinder requirement opposite the side of greatest spherical
power. 77.7% of this latter group had a cylinder power difference just equal in dioptric
value to their spherical power difference. Could it be that, in a physiological effort to make
a bilateral adaptation to a task inducing improper body mechanics, a skewed or restrained
task posture inducing ocular torsion results in a dioptric compensation for a stress‐induced
spherical anisometropia in only one axis of one eye ‐ ‐in other words, a compensatory
anisometropic astigmatism for a posturally induced spherical anisometropia?
8. First analysis of the data from Dr. Kraskin's 100 cases seems to establish tentatively the
validity of the theoretical analysis of a possible neck‐eye relationship in determining head
posture, and of the predicted head posture equations in the order in which they are
presented:—(l) SXXX (over 77.0% of the population in every eye‐hand preference
category;) and (2) SPXX (approximately 67.0% to 75.0% of each preference group); (3) SPPX
(40.0% to 50.0% of each preference class, with no other head postural combination
showing over 25.0% in any class); and, (4) SPPP (with approximately 60.0% of those in the
(R‐R) eye‐hand preference group with a dropped shoulder showing an SPPP head posture
pattern.)
9.—There seems to be a strong implication in the case data that the etiologies of a
significant and major percentage of visual problems contain postural components
produced by adverse body mechanics induced in improper performance of near—tasks;
and, that maladaptations of the body systems entering into visually‐centered tasks can,
in turn, induce visual problems.

A potentially visually handicapped child is a potentially mentally handicapped one. It would
seem entirely possible from the data examined so far, and from information in references cited,
that many learning problems and many problems of apparent "retardation whose cause cannot
be identified, might result from interferences with good body mechanics in performing close
visually‐centered activities. Perceptual distortions and visual malfunctioning can be shown to
accompany interferences with these body mechanics through ‐improper task placement and
through restraints induced by incorrectly designed equipment for performing near tasks.
(Avoidance can also be demonstrated to be inherent in sustained postural stresses.)
Repeated violation of good body mechanics in a series of near learning tasks could seriously
reduce a child's achievement. And, it seems very likely that continued restraints and their
associated visual malperformances could result in adverse physiological and anatomical
adaptations that would make visual, perceptual, and learning problems permanent handicaps,
requiring drastic procedures for on l y their partial remediation.
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